American Foundry Society (AFS)
President: Ahmad Elsharef
Email: elshare2@uwm.edu

American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics (AIAA)
President: Mandana Sheikhzad Saravani
Email: sheikhz2@uwm.edu
USR 297 (CFD and Wind Tunnel Lab)

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
President: Luke Royal
Email: lroyal@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle V

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Bike Project Lead: Anthony Pierson, pierso22@uwm.edu
Rocket Lead: Perry Spott, paspott@uwm.edu
EMS W287

Arab American Association of Engineers & Architects
President: Farah Al-Mahameed
Email: farah@uwm.edu

Associated General Contractors of America (AGC)
President: Rachelle McDowell
Email: mcdowe48@uwm.edu

Association of Energy Engineers
President: Ahmad Abbas
Email: aabastos@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle Q

Biomedical Engineering Society
President: Joshua Myszewski
Email: myszewski@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle W

Engineers Without Borders (EWB)
Chair: Zachary Tichelaar
Email: zwt@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle T

eSports Milwaukee (gaming club)
Email: esportsmilwaukee@gmail.com

Game Design & Development
President: Shawn Frahman
Email: join-gdd@uwm.edu

Google Developers Group at UWM
President: Mitchell Kossoris
Email: kossoris@uwm.edu

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
Email: ieee-officers@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle R and EMS W270

The Computer Society (IEEE-CS)
Email: ieeeecs-officers@uwm.edu
EMS E268

Institute of Industrial and System Engineers (IISE)
President: Mike Rathke
Email: mrathke@uwm.edu

INFORMS Institute for Operations Research & the Management Sciences
Contact: Nabeel Hamoud
Email: nhamoud@uwm.edu

Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
President: Jackson Kalas
Email: jgkalas@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle U

Materials Advantage
President: Jeff Becker
Email: beckerjr@uwm.edu

National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE)
President: Alandra Griffin
Email: griff338@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle Z

Optical Society of America (OSA)
President: Suha Lasassmeh
Email: optics@uwm.edu
EMS, Room 1026

Prototyping Club
Contact: Bobby Erickson
Email: erick284@uwm.edu
EMS E173

Robotics Association at UWM
President: Evan Hicks
Email: emhicks@uwm.edu
Physics B49A

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
President: John Setter
Email: jesetter@uwm.edu
Northwest Quadrant Parking Structure, B52

Society of Women Engineers (SWE)
President: Kaley Camber
Email: klcamber@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle S

Supermileage
President: Nicole Vigon
Email: navigon@uwm.edu
Northwest Quadrant Parking Structure

Sustainable Design Organization
President: Danielle O’Hagan-Kennedy
Email: ohagank2@uwm.edu

Tau Beta Pi
President: Jessica Hufford
Email: jhufford@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle P

Triangle Fraternity
President: Bernard Muransky
Email: muransky@uwm.edu
EMS E371, Cubicle X
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